August 30, 2016
Fiona O'leary

Autistic Rights Together
Via e-mail : i nfo (da utisticrightstogether.ie
M

rs,O'leary,

Schlachter
lam Vedrana Belin, attorney at law, Dubrovnik, croatia, and I am representing Helena

'

Healing the
It came to our attention that you are running a campaign against Helena schlachter,
as a form of helping
Symptoms Known as Autisrn by Kerri Rivera, who is using CD (Chlorine Dioxide)
court in Croatia (EU
autistic children to recover from autism. Helena Schlachter has proven in the

protocol made by Kerri Rivera'
Court)that Chlorine Dioxide does no harm when used as advise in the
completely with Kerri
Helena Schlachter , mother of two autistic children, recovered one child
proven by laboratory testing'by our
Rivera,s protocol, and her other son is in much better condition,
based on her
doctors, and Helena schlachter will continue the protocol created by Kerri Rivera,
in croatia on Chlorine
experience, until her other son is recovered. Toxicology tests were made
found for humans if
Dioxide by forensic center Vudetic, Zagreb and Croatien HZZO, and no harm
as a mother
taken at doses that are advised by Kerri Rivera's protocol based on her experience
recovering her own child from autism'
Helena Schlachter's
There is a demand made that you immediately cease and desist from mentioning
as Autism' Kerri Rivera or
name and her children in any social media, Healing the Symptoms Known
parents using The protocol made by Kerri Rivera to help their children recover'

action against you for all
tn the event that you do not comply with this demand, we intend to file an
for punitive damages and
harm you have done so far to Helena Schlachter and her family. we will ask
your actions based on
financialcompensation for allthat she has suffered with your harassment and
nothing. Your slanderous comments must end"
Accordingly, my advise is to hand this letter over to your legal counsel.
Rega rd s,

Vedrana Belin

Attorney at law
20 000 Dubrovnik - Croatia

Vil

